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A natural generalized symmetry of the Yang-Mills equations is defined as an infinitesimal transformation of the Yang-Mills field, built in a local, gauge invariant,
and Poincare invariant fashion from the Yang-Mills field strength and its derivatives to any order, which maps solutions of the field equations to other solutions.
On the jet bundle of Yang-Mills connections a spinorial coordinate system is
introduced that is adapted to the solution subspace defined by the Yang-Mills
equations. In terms of this coordinate system the complete classification of natural
symmetries is carried out in a straightforward manner. It is found that all natural
symmetries of the Yang-Mills equations stem from the gauge transformations admitted by the equations. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION
Yang-Mills theory, by which we mean any non-Abelian gauge theory, has provided a fruitful
area of study for both physicists and mathematicians. Physicists have used Yang-Mills theory to
describe the strong and electroweak interactions.’ Applications of the Yang-Mills equations in
mathematics have been found in several areas; an important example is given by the recent
discovery of an intimate relation between reductions of the Yang-Mills equations and a large class
of integrable differential equations.’ Whether one is interested in physical or mathematical applications of the Yang-Mills equations, there are certain basic structural properties of these equations
that one would like to understand. One of the most fundamental properties to be examined is the
class of generalized symmetries admitted by the equations.3’4 Roughly speaking, by generalized
symmetries we mean infinitesimal transformations of the fields that map solutions to solutions.
The transformations are to be constructed in a local fashion from the fields and their derivatives to
any finite order.’ Given a set of differential equations, the presence of symmetries is connected
with the existence of conservation laws, the construction of solution generating techniques, and
integrability properties of the equations.3*4*6*7
There are, of course, manifest symmetries that are built into the Yang-Mills equations,
namely, the Poincare and gauge symmetries. The Poincare symmetry is responsible for ten conservation laws, while the gauge symmetry leads to trivial conservation laws. In recent years it has
been found that many nonlinear differential equations admit “hidden symmetries.” For example,
the sine-Gordon equation is a nonlinear wave equation with a built-in Poincare symmetry group.
Remarkably, this equation admits an infinite number of higher-order generalized symmetries and
corresponding conservation laws,3 and this fact is intimately associated with the integrability of
the sine-Gordon equation. In light of such examples, and given the strong connection between the
Yang-Mills equations and integrable systems, it is tempting to speculate that the Yang-Mills
equations will admit higher-order symmetries and conservation laws. On the other hand, Vinogradov has argued that, for nonlinear equations in more than two independent variables and with
nondegenerate symbol, one generally cannot expect to find generalized symmetries.* The YangMills equations do have a degenerate symbol, so the argument of Ref. 8 cannot be directly applied
here. By studying the Yang-Mills symmetries we can thus generate evidence for/against extensions of the Vinogradov argument to more general systems of differential equations.
In this article we begin a classification of all generalized symmetries admitted by the YangMills equations on a flat four-dimensional space-time. Given the manifest gauge and Poincare.
covariance of the Yang-Mills equations, it is reasonable to search for symmetries that are con0022-2488/95/36(4
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strutted in a gauge and Poincare covariant manner from the Yang-Mills field strength and its
gauge-covariant derivatives. We call such symmetries natural generalized symmetries. In order to
classify natural symmetries we borrow techniques from a recent classification of all symmetries
for the vacuum Einstein equations9 The principal tool used in Ref. 9 was an adapted set of spinor
coordinates on the jet space of Einstein metrics. These coordinates derive, in part, from Penrose’s
notion of an “exact set of fields.“‘03” As noted by Penrose, an exact set of fields exists for the
Yang-Mills equations, and this leads, via a relatively quick and straightforward analysis which is
very similar to that of Ref. 9, to a complete classification of all natural symmetries of the YangMills equations. Thus the power of combining spinor and jet space techniques has a more general
scope than merely in gravitation theory.
In Sec. II we summarize the preliminary results needed for our analysis. The requirement that
symmetries be built locally is handled by employing the jet bundle description of Yang-Mills
theory, and it is on the jet bundle that the adapted spinor coordinates are defined. Various technical
results needed for our analysis are also presented. In Sec. III we analyze the linearized Yang-Mills
equations and classify the natural symmetries. We find that all natural symmetries of the YangMills equations stem from the gauge transformations admitted by the equations. In Sec. IV we
comment on the generalizations needed to effect a complete classification of all symmetries of the
Yang-Mills equations.

II. PRELIMINARIES
We choose space-time to be the manifold A4 = R4 equipped with a flat metric 707ab
of signature
(- + + t). The unique torsion-free derivative operator compatible with vab will be denoted by ~3,.
To define the Yang-Mills field we consider a principal bundle n-zP --) M over space-time with
the structure group given by any Lie group G. Because every bundle over R4 is trivial, we can
globally represent a connection on TIP -+ M by a one-form A, on M taking values in the Lie
algebra g of G. We call this one-form the Yang-Mills field. The curvature of the connection is
represented by a two-form Fab on M taking values in g, which will be called the Yang-Mills$eld
strength. The field strength is given in terms of the Yang-Mills field by
F,t,=d,As-+L+[A,,

Ad,

(2.1)

where [.,.I is the bracket of g. If 7a is a basis for g, we write
A,=A,nr,

and

Fob= F$,ra.

(2.2)

We then have
Ffb= a,A;-

&AA,“+ +A,yA,s,

where K!$ are the structure constants of the Lie algebra g.
Given a representation p of the group G we have an associated vector bundle cE
Yang-Mills field defines a derivative operator V, on sections s:M -+ E via

(2.3)
-+ M. The

(2.4)
where we use the raised dot (.) to indicate the action of the Lie algebra on sections that is defined
by p. The Yang-Mills field strength measures the failure of this derivative operator to commute;
we have the identity

V&S=

;Fab.s.

0.5)
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section of the vector bundle

(2.6)

[Aa, Fd

and the field strength satisfies the Bianchi identities
V[a&1=

The Yang-Mills$eld

(2.7)

0.

equations are given by
vaFab=aaFab+[Aa,

F,,]=o.

(2.8)

In terms of the basis TV we have
(2.9)
Let 7~:Q + M be the bundle of g-valued one-forms on M. A section A : M -+ Q of this bundle
is a Yang-Mills field A,(x). Let Jk(Q’) be the bundle of kth-order jets of sections of Q.3*12A point
CTin Jk(Q) is defined by a space-time point x, the Yang-Mills field at x, and all its derivatives to
order k at x. A section A:M -+ Q lifts to give a section jk(A):M
--t Jk(Q), which is called the
k-jet of A. If we write
(2.10)
then a point CTEJ~(Q) is given by
(+= (x,Aa ,&,b,,. ..&,b
The total derivative Df

(2.11)

,... bk).

of a function
f=fbA

,Aa,b,/..

(2.12)

,&,b,-.b,)

on Jk(QI is defined by
Df=

$+

-$A&+
a

-

af

aA:b

’I

A”wb, +-me+ aAa

af

a,b,...bk

A:,cb,.-b

k.

(2.13)

The main property of the total derivative is that it represents on the jet bundle the effect of the
derivative operator a, on fields. More precisely, if f: Jk- ‘(0 -+ R is a smooth function and
A:M + Q is a Yang-Mills field with k-jet jk(A):M
-+ Jk(Q, then we have the identity
PJ

)Ojk(A)(X>=a,~jk-‘(A)(x)).

(2.14)

The field equations (2.8) define a submanifold

which we call the equation manifold. The kth (total) derivative of the field equations defines the
prolonged equation manifold
Sk+*

L-+ Jk+*(Q).
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A genercdized symmetry for the field equations (2.8) is an infinitesimal map, depending locally on
the independent variables, the dependent variables, and the derivatives of the dependent variables
to some finite order, which carries solutions to nearby solutions. Geometrically, a generalized
symmetry is a vector field on J”(F) which is tangent to fl
and preserves the contact ideal
associated to J”(Q).” A generalized symmetry of order k for the Yang-Mills equations can be
represented as a map from Jk(a) into the bundle of g-valued one-forms on M. We denote this map
by C, = Ctr, , and we write
ca= C,(-d,

(2.15)

rAa,b ,,..., A,,, ,... bk).

We say a generalized symmetry is trivial if it vanishes on the prolonged equation manifold. Two
generalized symmetries are deemed equivalent if they differ by a trivial symmetry. Any generalized symmetry of the form (2.15) is equivalent to a generalized symmetry obtained by restricting
Eq. (2.15) to 3Zk,. that is, we can assume that C, is a map from & into the bundle of g-valued
one-forms on M.
The following proposition is easily established from the theory of generalized symmetries.3
Proposition 2. I: The functions
Ca= Ca(xAa t&i, ,,..., A,,, ,... L,J
represent a kth-order generalized symmetry for the Yang-Mills field equations if and only if
vbvbc,-vbv,cb+[cb,

Fb,]=O

On

.%k+2,

(2.16)

where
VbCo=DbCa+[Abt

c,].

(2.17)

Note that the defining equations (2.16) for a generalized symmetry are the linearized field equations.
Familiar examples of symmetries of the Yang-Mills equations stem from the gauge and
conformal invariance of these equations. If At(x) is a solution to Eq. (2.8), and &it4 --+ M, is a
conformal isometry of the space-time (M,r/), then +*A,“(x) is also a solution to Eq. (2.8). Here
we define +*A,“(x) to be the pullback of A,” in which A,“(x) is viewed as a collection of oneforms on M. The infinitesimal form of this conformal symmetry leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2: Let e(x) be a conformal Killing vectorjeldfor
the space-time (M,$, then
(2.18)

ca = tb(X)Fba

is a generalized symmetry of the Yang-Mills equations.
The infinitesimal transformation defined by Eq. (2.18) is the “gauge covariant Lie derivative”
of A, along .$‘.
Let U:M -+ P be a section of the principal bundle. If A, is a solution to the Yang-Mills
equations (2.8) then
A;=

U-‘A,U+

U- ‘d,U

(2.19)

is also a solution to Eqs. (2.8). A’ is called the gauge transformation of A. The infinitesimal form
of the gauge transformations leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3: Let A(x)=Aa(x)r,
be a g-valuedfunction on M, then
C,=V,A=a,A(x)+[A,,

A(x)]

(2.20)
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is a generalized symmetry of the Yang-Mills equations.
The symmetries exhibited in these two propositions should really be viewed as evolutionary
forms of point symmetries.3 The gauge symmetry of Proposition 2.3 can, however, be generalized
to the case where A is constructed locally from the Yang-Mills field and its derivatives to any
order, thus providing examples of bonafide generalized symmetries for the Yang-Mills equations.
Proposition 2.4: Let

be a g-valued function on Jk-I(@),

then
C,=V,A=D,A+[A,,

(2.2 1)

A]

is a kth-order generalized symmetry of the Yang-Mills equations.
We will call these symmetries generalized gauge symmetries.
In this article we will classify natural generalized symmetries. These are generalized symmetries that have a simple behavior under Poincare and gauge transformations of the Yang-Mills
field. More precisely, the gauge transformations and isometries can be lifted (by prolongation3) to
act on Jk(Q), and, in terms of these lifted actions, we have the following definition of a natural
generalized symmetry.
Definition 2.5: Let &M + M be an isometry of the space-time (M,$, and U:M --f P a
section of the principal bundle. A natural generalized symmetry is a junction

c,= C&A

,&,b,,...,&,b

,... bk)

satisfying Eq. (2.16), and such that for any 4

C,W’(xM*A,,~*A

a,b,,d’*&,b

,... bk)=+*C,(x,A,,Aa,b

,,..., Aa,b,... b,j

(2.22)

and for any U

Ccz(X&A:,,

,-*,A$ ,... bt)=U-‘CnU(x,A,,A,,,

,,..., Aa,b,... bk).

(2.23)

We remark that, according to this definition, a generalized gauge symmetry can be a natural
generalized symmetry, but the conformal symmetry of Proposition 2.2 is not a natural symmetry.
We also note that we could have defined a natural symmetry using the full conformal group; by
only using the Poincare subgroup we put fewer restrictions on the allowed symmetries.
To elucidate the structure of a natural generalized symmetry we will construct a set of adapted
coordinates for Jk(e). To this end, let us define
A:,,b,-.b,=

a(b, ***dbkA;oj,

k=O,l,...,

(2.24)

and
(2.25)
Both A,Qob,...bk and QrO,,, . . .b, depend on the Yang-Mills field and its first k derivatives; we
denote these variables by Ak and Qk. Each of these variables is algebraically irreducible in the
sense that
(2.26)
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Q;260,b,...b,j=o.

(2.27)

We have the identity
k
~~~dbk~ba,=~ba,b,...bk+
k+l
%

Qba,,b,...b,fLba,b,...bt,

(2.28)

where L”bOb,...bk depends on the Yang-Mills field and its derivatives to order k - 1. From this
identity it is straightforward to show that coordinates for Jk(@) are given by

WGo vAb”ob,
,Q;o,,, wA,nob ,... bt ~Q;o,,,...,k)-

(2.29)

Here we have taken the convenient liberty of using the same symbols Q and A to denote the fields
on space-time and functions on jet space. Every generalized symmetry can be expressed as a
function of the variables (2.29)
C:=C:kA;oo’A;ob,

,Q,”0%
bI ,...&ob ,...bt,Q;oo,b,...bk).

(2.30)

We can now characterize natural generalized symmetries as follows.
Proposition 2.6: Let C, be a natural generalized symmetry of the Yang-Mills equations of
order k. Then C, can be expressed as afunction of the variables Qto,,,...,, for I= 1,2,...,k, that is,
Ca=Ca(Q;o,b,

d?b”,,b,bzdi?

:o,b,-.

b&

(2.3 1)

Proof: We begin by analyzing the requirement (2.23). Let Cz be given as in Eq. (2.30). Let
U( t):R X M --+ P be a one-parameter family of gauge transformations such that U(0) is the
identity transformation. The derivative

A=:

(2.32)
t=O

is a g-valued function on M defining an infinitesimal gauge transformation. Under an infinitesimal
transformation A associated to U(t) we have that
(2.33)
where A,*b,... b,, for 1=0,1,2 ,..., k (along with x) defines the k-jet of A, and {*} denotes terms
involving A’ and A,$, . .bl, for I= 0,1,2,. . ., k - 1. We also have that
(2.34)
We now demand that Eq. (2.23) holds for any U(t) and differentiate this equation with respect to
t to find
+R,a=A%&C,P,

(2.35)

where Rg is independent of the variables A(360...bk. Equation (2.35) must hold for all values of
and this implies that
A$o-.bn
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-0.

(2.36)

-0

(2.37)

A simple induction argument then establishes that
C?C,a
zqzy
for l=O,l,...,

k. Thus we have
c,a=c:(X~Q;~,b,

,Q;o,b,b2v..vQ

bag,bybk

(2.38)

1.

It remains to be shown that Cz is independent of x. Let xP be a global inertial coordinate chart
on M, and let p be a translational Killing vector field. In the chart xP the components 4” are any
set of constants
G’”
-0.
dxy-

(2.39)

If we demand that Eq. (2.22) be satisfied for all translational isometries we have that
c:(-+

tpvQ;o,,,

&ba,,b,b, ,...,Q

to,b,-

bk)=

C:(xp”,Q;o,b,

rQ;o,b,b,

,...*Q

bag,b,-.

d

(2.40)
for any constants c, which implies that
(2.41)
n
bt) is a natural generalized symmetry of the YangMills equations, then it must satisfy the linearized equations (2.16) at each point of .@‘.
TO
classify solutions to the linearized equations we will construct an explicit parametrization of the
prolonged equation manifolds.
In the following proposition [ Qgo ,b,. .b&ac&free denotes the completely trace-free part of the
If c,

= Ca(Q:o,b,

d,“,,,,,,

v.--.Q

to,b,...

tensor Q,“,.,,...,, with respect to the metric v&, .
Proposition 2.7: The variables
(~,A;~,Abagb,

,...,~~o~,...~t,~~bag,~,~vace-free~~~~~~~bag,b~...b~~trace-free~

(2.42)

form a global coordinate system for 33’.
Proof: The prolonged equation manifold Sk can be defined by k-jets which satisfy
“~v&,,Fna=o

vmnV(b,

(2.43)

for 1=0,1,2 ,..., k - 2. We express these equations in terms of the variables Qj via the identity
14-2
l;I”lnv(b,

*-‘Vbl)V,F,,=

(

1+3

i

~mn~~~,mnb,...b,-~n,amb,~~~b~~+Lab,~~~b,~

w4

where .&b, . . .b, = La@,.. .b,) depends on Qj for j = 1,2,. . . ,1. From Eq. (2.44) we have that
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se’.

(2.45)

Let Sp denote the vector space of tensors with the algebraic symmetries (2.27) of Qp. Denote
by Sg the subspace of totally trace-free tensors. Let Tp be the vector space of tensors with the
and satisfying the trace condition (2.45). Define a linear map
symmetries of &,...bp
lpP:sP+2
+ Tp which takes Wa,&, ,... b E sp+’ into v,, ,... bp E TP by the rule
P

V ab,...bp=
It is straightforward to show that
Ker WP= Sg+’

(2.47)

Im qP= TP.

(2.48)

and

By virtue of Eqs. (2.47) and (2.48), each point in &, k=2,3,..., can be uniquely determined
as follows. Let us begin with 3’. Choose x, A, and Qa,b,, Aab,, and Aablbz arbitrarily. In Eq.
(2.44) with I=0 we have L, =O, and so, from Eqs. (2.47) and (2.48), we solve Eq. (2.43) by setting
all traces of Q2 to zero. .%Z2is thus parametrized by
k4

,Aab,~Qn,b,~Aab,bZ~[Q~,blb2]trace-free)~

(2.49)

Now we consider .PZ3.We choose the coordinates (2.49) and A3 arbitrarily. In the identity (2.44)
for l= 1 we have that Lab , depends on [Q’],,,.,,
only. By virtue of the surjectivity (2.48) of the
map W’ we can solve Eq. (2.43). By virtue of Eq. (2.47) the solution will be uniquely paramet&d
by CQ31uace-free
f A 3, and the variables (2.49). By iterating this procedure, we can build every
solution to Eq. (2.43), which is viewed as an equation on Jk(@, and the solutions will be uniquely
parametrized by the variables (2.42).
a
In principle, the variables (2.42) can be used to analyze the linearized equation (2.16), but the
resulting equations are still rather complicated. Considerable simplifications can be obtained by
using a spinor representation of the variables [ Qk] uace-frce.Hence we now describe a spinorial
coordinate system on &. We remark that while all of the results presented to this point are
essentially independent of the space-time dimension, our use of spinors will limit the validity of
subsequent results to a four-dimensional space-time.
We begin with a brief summary of notation; for more details on spinors, see Ref. 11. The
space-time metric and associated derivative operator have the spinor representation
l;lab *

eABEA’B’

and

The E spinors are skew symmetric and nondegenerate at each point of M. The Yang-Mills
and field strength have the spinor representation
Ab

*

field

ABB’

and
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(2.50)

In Eq. (2.50) the g-valued spinor fields @ and 5 are symmetric
@AB=@(AB)

and

~!‘.,+,n,=~(~,~,)

(2.5 1)

and correspond to the self-dual and antiself-dual part of the field strength.
The Bianchi identities (2.7) take the spinor form
v,B,@,B=vp&‘B’

(2.52)

I

while the identities (2.5) become
V xyav&=iP,,.v

(2.53)

x
VX(A’VB,)v=~A’~‘~v.

(2.54)

and

Given the identities (2.52), the field equations (2.8) are equivalent to
(2.55)

v;,aQB=o=v,B’&pB,.

We now present a spinor representation of [ Qk] trace-free.
Proposition 2.8: Let the g-valued tensor Qk be dejned as in Eq. (2.25), and let [QStraCeefree
have the spinor representation
EI) ,B;...B;
[~b,,b,~~~bkl.ace-he

H

QBo,B,...B

k

then [ Qk] u;lce-free
admits the unique spinor decomposition
(2.56)
L?;...ls;-, and &s;...B;+,
where @s ,,,n
B,...B,-, are the totally symmetric spinors
I k+l
(2.57)
(2.58)
Proof: From the first symmetry given in Eq. (2.27) and the trace-free requirement on the
indices b, “*b,, it is readily shown that
BE,,B;..+;-

Q B0.13,...Bk -Q

B;,(B;.~d3;)l?,,.B1...Bk

-Q

E; ,B;...B;
hJ,(BI”‘Bk)’

(2.59)

The requirement
77b0b1Qbo.b,-+,k=0

(2.60)
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and the cyclic symmetry in Eq. (2.27) leads to the algebraic form (2.56). In Eq. (2.56) the spinors
(p;;::-;; and q),s+; k are uniquely defined
by
B*“‘B
0
k
B; ,B;.,.B;
Bo,B,...Bk

(2.6 1)

and
-B’B’...B;=

@O’
Bz.“B

&

(2.62)

~oBIQ$;~~:::~~.

k

We use the decomposition (2.50) in the spinor representation of Eq. (2.25), then, using Eqs. (2.56),
(2.61), and (2.62), we can solve for @ii:::;:

and 52:::::

to find Eqs. (2.57) and (2.58).

w

From Propositions 2.7 and 2.8 we can now define a spinorial coordinate system on A’.
Proposition 2.9: The variables
(2.63)
define a global coordinate chart on &.
We remark that to pass between the coordinates (2.42) and (2.63) we use any jixed soldering
form d*’ such that
v,b=
B;...B;-,

The spinor variables QB,, ,B

and

(2.64)

e’mbAA’.

$+.B;+,

B,...Bk-, will play a fundamental role in our symmetry
analysis. Their role as coordinates for dk stems from the fact that @AB and 6*fBf form what
Penrose calls an “exact set of fields” for the Yang-Mills equations.” Henceforth we will call the
fields (2.57) and (2.58) the PenroseJelds and denote them by ak and 6’.
By virtue of the identities (2.52), (2.53), (2.54), and Eqs. (2.55), the Penrose fields satisfy the
following structure equations on the prolonged equation manifolds. See Ref. 11 for details.
k+l

B;...B;-l

Proposition 2. IO: The spinorial covariant derivative of QBI,. .B

k+l’

when evaluated on dk, is

given by

where {*} denotes a spinor (and g)-valuedfunction of the Penrosejelds Q’,&‘,...,@k-‘,&k-‘.
An analogous result holds for the complex conjugate Penrose fields 6’. Proposition 2.10 is
central to our generalized symmetry analysis.
From Propositions 2.6-2.9 we now have the following restriction on the domain of natural
generalized symmetries.
Proposition 2.II: The spinor components

of a natural generalized symmetry of order k are functions of the Penrose fields to order k
(2.66)
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Let us note that the requirements (2.22) and (2.23) must still be satisfied by the generalized
symmetry (2.66). In particular, the Lorentz invariance requirement implies that the spinor form of
the generalized symmetry must be SL(2,C) covariant. More precisely, if Lt is an element of
SL(2,C), then
(2.67)

C,,,(L.~,L.~)=L~LA,:CAA,(~,~),
where L.Q, and i.6

denote the action of SL(2,C) on the Penrose fields, e.g.,
and

[b@]AB=L$$@CD

[r..~]A,,,=L,c:L~:~c,~,

.

(2.68)

To take advantage of Proposition 2.11, we will use the following spinor form of the linearized
equations (2.16).
Proposition 2.12: The spinor (and g)-valued functions on 3%’

define a kth-order generalized symmetry of the Yang-Mills
VBB,VBB’C AA,-VBE’VAA,Ces,+[~p,B,

equations if and only if

CBA,]+[&z:,

CABr]=O

on

JTk+2.

(2.69)

Let us point out that in EQ. (2.69) the covariant derivatives are defined using total derivatives
as in Eq. (2.17). In this regard it is worth noting that the gauge invariance requirement (2.23)
implies that
VBBrCAAr=

dCAAt

woe,
xv,,,@

v&V*

acAAt

zoc, + &&c;c;

VBB&44

+ *. * +

dCAAt

mc;...c;
aa COC,...Ck

c&;...c
k+
COC,...Ck

Our analysis of the linearized equation (2.69) will involve its differentiation with respect to
the Penrose fields. Thus we need an efficient way to deal with symmetric spinors of arbitrary rank.
This will be done by viewing spinors as multilinear maps on complex two-dimensional vector
spaces. If r’;“
’ a spinor of type (p,q) we write
A‘“’,,.*q is
1

P

T(al,a2,...,a,,a,,~2,...,~,)=~j:::j~:ia~z...a~’aa;~~~...a4

A;.

(2.7 1)

If the spinor SABc is symmetric in its first two indices, we write
s(ap,y)=S*~caPP~y~=S(pa,y),

(2.72)

where we have dropped the comma between symmetric arguments of S. Note that in this case S is
completely determined by the values of
s(a2,p):=s(aa,p)

(2.73)

for all u and /3. Here we have introduced an exponential notation for repeated symmetric arguments. More generally, if VA,. . .AkB is symmetric in its first k indices, we will write
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V(Crk,p)=VA,...At,d41...dPkpB.

(2.74)

We extend our multilinear map notation to g-valued spinors as follows. If T= Tar, takes values
in the Lie algebra g, we will write

(2.75)

T(u)=T”un,

where u, are the components of an element u of the dual vector space g* to g. If S takes values
in g* we will write

(2.76)

s(w)=sawa,
where wa are the components of w E g.
The antisymmetric pairing of spinors defined by the E spinors is denoted by
(cY,P)=EAB~~/~~=L~AP~

and

(LY,P)=EA,B,~‘~~‘=~A,~~‘.

(2.77)

Next we develop a notation for derivatives of functions on Jk(@ (or 3’)
Penrose fields. If

with respect to the

CI-.Cp= T c,...c :(@+5* ,...,Qtk,Sk)
T c;...c;
c;.-c 4
is a natural spinor of type (p,q) and order k, then the partial derivative of T
Cp’is a natural spinor of type (p + 1 + 1 ,q + I- 1). We shall write

[a~T:I:::~](~‘...J+‘,~,...~~-~,u)=
4

Further, let #,...,Q
shall write

dT;::::>
,;,,,,L,
diP
AI...%+I

(2.78)
c,...c
c;...c T4 with respect to

u~~~,...~~~,~~~...~~~~l.

(2.79)

and 4, ,...,$, be arbitrary spinors of type (I,O) and (O,l), respectively; we

A semicolon will always be used to separate arguments corresponding to derivatives with respect
-AI-A;+,
to the coordinates ak. Partial derivatives, df , with respect to Q,

will be similarly denoted.
A,...A!-,
We shall repeatedly need certain commutation relations between the partial derivative operators a, and a& and the covariant derivative operator V$ .
Lemma 2.13: Let
T:::=T:::(@‘,@

,..., W’,&,“)

be a natural spinor of order m. Then, on .Bmi ’

(2.81)
and
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and similarly
(2.83)
and

[a’l,v;,T:::lc~-l,p+l,

u)+~cllrc,[a~-lT:::j(lyn-z,lyn,~).

u)=[v~,a~T:::)l(~-~,~+‘,

(2.84)
Proof: These formulas follow directly from Eq. (2.70) and the structure equations (2.65).
We conclude this section by presenting a couple of elementary results from spinor algebra
which we shall use in our symmetry analysis. See Refs. 13 and/or 11 for proofs.
Lemma 2.14: Let P(@,cu) b e a rank (k + 1) spinor that is symmetric in its jrst k arguments.
Then there are unique, totally symmetric spinors P* and Q, of rank k + 1 and k - 1, respectively,
such that
(2.85)

P(~,(y)=P*(~n)+(~/,a)Q(~-‘).

If P is a natural spinor of the Penrosefields @1,61,...,Q>k,&k, then so are P* and Q.
Lemma 2.15: Let P( @,a) b e a rank (k + 1) spinor that is symmetric in its jirst k arguments.
If P( (c/‘,a) satisfies
(2.86)
then there is a totally symmetric spinor Q = Q( t,lrk- ‘) such that

PW%)=(~,~)Q(~-‘).

(2.87)

If P is a natural spinon then so is Q.

III. SYMMETRY ANALYSIS
We suppose that
CAA’=CAA~(@‘,&

,..., Qk,&‘)

(3.1)

is a natural generalized symmetry of order k. Keeping with our multilinear map notation we write

c(~,&u)=c~,&~‘~a.-

(3.2)

On J%?+~ the linearized equation (2.69) is a gauge and SL(2,C) invariant identity in the Penrose
fields @’ and 4;’ for I= 1 , . . .,k+ 2. Our analysis consists of differentiating this identity with
respect to the Penrose fields QJ’and 6’ for I= k,k + 1, k + 2; we present the results in the following
series of propositions. All equations in this section hold on Bk+2, i.e., modulo the field equations.
cDk,6k) be a kth-order natural generalized symProposition 3.1: Let CAA~=CAA’(@‘,&‘,...,
metry of the Yang-Mills
equations. Then there exist natural spinors G( @, pd2,u, w),
H(@-2,&u,w),
A(@&u,w),
B(~+2,~-2,u,~),
D(@-2,@+2,u,~),
J%,&~~,u,w)
such
that
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,u;cu,~,~)=(cu,rCI)(~,~)H(~-~,~k,~,~)+(~,~)D(~-~~~+'~t~,~)
+(LY,&)E(~-'~$,u,w).

(3.4)

With the symmetries as indicated, the spinors A, B, D, E, G, and H are uniquely determined by
&,C and d:C. When k=l, Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) hold with B=O, D=O, G=O, and H=O.
Proof: This proposition follows from an analysis of the dependence of Eq. (2.69) on akc2 and
&k+2. To this end we use the commutation relations (2.81) to find

U)=~~tjlN~Mf(IrN~[a~c~A,](~+l,~-l,U).
[a~2V~~~V~~‘C~A~](~+3~tl/k+1t

(3.5)

We use this result to compute the derivative of Eq. (2.69) with respect to @k+2, and this implies
that
(3.6)
Similarly, the derivative of Eq. (2.69) with respect to Gk+2 implies that

[a$c](&l,@+l,u;~,&,w)=o.

(3.7)

We use Lemmas 2.14 and 2.15 to decompose [&Cl and [,&Cl into irreducible components. We
then use Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) and arrive at Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4). Uniqueness of the decompositions
(3.3) and (3.4) is easily established.
n
Proposition 3.2: IfCAAt=CAAt(@‘,&‘,...
,a’, 6’) is a natural generalized symmetry of the
Yang-Mills equations, then CAAl is linear in the top-order Penrose jelds Gk and cpk.
Proof: This result follows from the quadratic dependence of Eq. (2.69) on the Penrose fields
q,k+l
md Gk+l.
From Lemma 2.13 we deduce that

[a~1aZ;:1v~MMIVNNrc~A,](Xk+2,~k,U;~+2,~,U)
=((CIMXNijM'&+

~~X~~~'~~"')[a~a~C~A~i(Xk+l~~k-l~U~~+l~~~l~U)~
(3.8)

We now differentiate Eq. (2.69) twice with respect to Qk+’ and use Eq. (3.8) to find

2(~,X)(~,X)[a~a~c](Xkf1,Xk-1,u;~+1,~-1,u;,,,,w)
-(~,~)(~,~u>[a~a~ci(Xk+l,);,k-*,U;Ijlk+*,~-~,U;X,X,W)
-(~,~)(~,a)[a~ak,c](~+1,~k-1,~;~k+1,~k-1,~;~,~,~)=o.

(3.9)

The last two terms of this equation vanish by virtue of Eq. (3.6) and we then have

[a~a$Cj(Xk+1,jjk-1,U;ICfC-+1,@-1,U;~,5,W)=o.

(3.10)

Similar computations, which involve applying a$+ ’dg‘+ ’ and dy ’dy ’ to the linearized equations,
lead to
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(3.11)
and
(3.12)
n
Proposition 3.3: The natural spinors A, B, D, E in the decompositions (3.3) and (3.4) depend
on the Penrose fields Cp’and 6’ for 1s k - 2.
Proof: Using Proposition 3.2 it is straightforward to show from the commutation relations
(2.81) and (2.82) that

We now differentiate the linearized equations (2.69) with respect to ak and a’+’ and use Eqs.
(3.13) and (3.6) to find

2(~,X)(~,X)[ak,-1a~c](Xk,Xk-2,U;~+1,~-1,U;(Y,Q,W)
-(~,")(~,'Y)[a~-1a~c](IClk,~k-2,U;Xk+1,Xk-1,U;~,~,W)
-(~,a)(~,cr)[a~-1a~c](Xk,Xk-2,u;~+1,JfG-*,U;X,X,W)=O.

(3.14)

We set CY=+ and find
[a~-1a~c](Xk,Xk-2,U;~+1,~k-1,u;~,cr,w)=0.

(3.15)

In terms of the decomposition (3.3), this equation implies that
[a~--1B](Xk,Xk-2,U;~+2,~-2,u,W)=o,
i.e., B is independent of the Penrose fields a’-‘.

(3.16)

In a similar fashion, setting G = $ leads to

[aglA](/yk,p,U;~,p,U,W)=O.
Analogous computations, which involve applying the derivatives &act,
Eq. (2.69), yield

(3.17)
&,a$,+‘, and didy’

to

(3.18)
and

(3.19)

n
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Proposition 3.4: Let CAAl be a natural generalized symmetry of order k> 1. Then there is a
natural g-valued junction of order k - I
h=A(a+P

,..., ak-‘,cbk-‘),

such that, in the decompositions (3.3) and (3.4) for CAAl, G, and H are the gradients

(3.20)
Proofi We begin by deriving the integrability conditions for Eq. (3.20) from the linearized
equations (2.69). We return to Eq. (3.14), which, on account of Propositions 3.1 and 3.3, reduces
to
[ak,-1G](Xk,g-2

,u;fp,~-2,u,W)=[a~-‘G]((Cik,~-2,u;Xk,~k-2,u,w).

(3.21)

This is one of the integrability conditions needed to establish Eq. (3.20). The remaining integrability conditions

and
[a~-‘G](~~-~,~~,U;~,~-~,u,W)=[a~-’H](ri”,JP-~,u;~“-~,~~,u,w,

(3.23)

are obtained in an analogous manner from the equations resulting from applying &dr

‘,

a:&+ ‘, and aid:’
to Eq. (2.69).
From these integrability conditions it is straightforward to verify that A can be expressed as a
natural function of order k - 1 via
ACt=

’ dt

I
+

q,fiAI”‘Ak
A;...A;-2
dt

~“A~“‘~;-~~~l,~l,~~~,t~k-l,t~k-l~
&,...Ak

&8/11...Ak-2H;cr;...A;

*...Ak-*(ao+

,...,

tW',tW').

(3.24)

AI...A' k

Proposition 3.5: Let CAAJ be a natural generalized symmetry of order k. Then there is a
natural g-valuedfunction A=A(+l,djl,...,@k-l,&k-l
> and a natural generalized symmetry eAA 1
of order k- 1 such that
,.
CAAt=CAAt +VAA,A.
(3.25)
Proofi We choose A as in Proposition 3.4 and define
~AA~=CAA~-VAA~A.

(3.26)

By Proposition 2.4 and linearity of the Eqs. (2.69), k AAj is a generalized symmetry; by construction, d$CAAf has the decomposition
[a~~](~+1,~-1,u;~,(Y,~)=(a,~)A(~,~-1cr,u,w)+(~,~)B(~+1a,~-2,u,~)
(3.27)
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k *

and dkCAAt has the decomposition
[f?g](@-‘,p+’

,v;a,cr,w)=(a,Ili)D(tCrk-2,~+1~,~,~)+((Y,17/)E((jlk-1~,~,~,~).
(3.28)

We now show that the linearized equations (2.69) force A, B, D, and E to vanish, thus
establishing Eq. (3.25). To this end, we consider the derivative of the linearized equations (2.69)
with respect to ak+‘. We use the commutation relation (2.82) and Eq. (3.6) to find that
2~~‘vAA’[a~21](~+1,~-1,

U;(Y,~,W)-(LY,~)(~,~)w,vAA’Cak,~~AIl(~+l,~-*,u)

-(~,IJ/)(~,Jl)~~-1~l~~,~-2,u;(cI,(cr,~~=~.

(3.29)

In this equation we set a=+ and substitute from (3.3) to obtain
(3.30)

@@‘[vAA’B](@+2,@-2,&w)=o.
Similarly, setting 5 = $ we obtain

(yPJP’[VAAfAl(~,IZP,~,~)=O.

(3.3 1)

These equations imply that A and B are independent of the Penrose fields <p’and &‘, for 1= 1, . . . , k
- 2. To see this, let us consider the spinor A. If we assume A is a natural spinor of order 1, then
the derivative of Eq. (3.31) with respect to a’+ ’ becomes, after using the commutation relation
(2.81)

which implies
(3.33)

&A=O.

A simple induction argument then shows that A is independent of all the Penrose fields @’ for
I=1 , . . . ,k - 2. An identical argument establishes that A is independent of (D” for I = 1,. . . ,k - 2. In
a similar fashion we can show that B is independent of the Penrose fields Cp’and dj’, for I = 1,. . . , k
- 2. We conclude that A and B are SL(2,C) invariant spinors constructed solely from the E
spinors. But there are no SL(2,C) invariant spinors with the rank and symmetry of A or B built
solely from the E spinors, so A and B must vanish.
If we differentiate the linearized equations for k with respect to Gk’ ‘, a similar line of
n
reasoning shows that D and E must also vanish.
We can now classify all natural generalized symmetries of the Yang-Mills equations.
Theorem 3.6: Let

C,= Ca(x,Aa ,Aa,b,,...,Aa,b,... bk)
be a kth-order natural generalized symmetry of the Yang-Mills
g-valued function
A=A(x,A,,Aa,b,,...rAa,b

equations. Then there is a natural

,... t+,)

such that, module the jeld equations

c,=v,n.
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Proof From Proposition 3.5 we have that every generalized symmetry of order k differs from
a symmetry of order k- 1 by a generalized gauge symmetry. By induction, every generalized
symmetry of order k differs from a gauge symmetry by a generalized symmetry of order 1, which
we denote by Cyj, . From Proposition 3.1 and 3.3, we can apply Eq. (3.29) to Cyi,. From the
discussion following Eq. (3.29) we conclude that Cyi, is in fact independent of the Penrose fields
and is thus an SL(2,C) invariant spinor of type (1,1) constructed from the E spinors. But there are
no such spinors, as can be seen, for example, by noting that such a spinor would define a Lorentz
n
invariant vector field. And so it follows that Cyi, = 0.
IV. DISCUSSION
We have shown that all natural generalized symmetries of the Yang-Mills equations are
generalized gauge symmetries. These symmetries are variational, but give rise to trivial conservation laws. These results lend support to Vinogradov’s argument, even for systems with degenerate symbol, in the following sense. While the generalized gauge symmetries are nontrivial
generalized symmetries; they arise precisely from the degeneracy of the symbol for the YangMills equations. Modulo the symmetries coming from the degeneracy directions of the symbol,
there are no natural generalized symmetries.
In order to extend our results to all generalized symmetries of the Yang-Mills equations we
will have to drop the requirements (2.22) and (2.23). Th us we must consider solutions of the
linearized equations (2.16) which are (i) not gauge covariant, and (ii) not Poincare covariant, i.e.,
C, is now allowed to be any function of the coordinates (2.29) or, better yet, the coordinates
(2.63). In the gravitational case,’ the generalizations analogous to (i) and (ii) lead to no new types
of symmetries. Preliminary computations imply that (i) is unlikely to lead to any new symmetries
also in the Yang-Mills case for similar reasons to those found in Ref. 9. On the other hand, the
relaxation of Poincare invariance may lead to new, nontrivial symmetries (beyond those of Proposition 2.2). Indeed, the putative generalized symmetries can be constructed using the conformal
Killing vectors admitted by the underlying Minkowski space-time, and this significantly changes
the analysis beginning with Proposition 3.5. We will present the complete symmetry analysis
elsewhere.
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